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Baumit SperrGrund
Primer for internal use

	� Good barrier effect for bleeding through
	� Odourless
	� Solvent Free

Product Overview Finely-dispersed, pigmented, organic primer for plasterboard, old plaster and wood fibreboards to prevent bleeding through of 
isolated water and nicotine stains. For indoor & outdoor use.

Properties 	� Finely-dispersed, aqueous, white-pigmented, solvent-free, odour-neutral liquid, as a blocking layer to prevent lignin efflore-
scences.

	� Isolates water and nicotine spots.
	� If there is a heavy occurrence, the blocking effect may not be sufficient; try first with a sample.

Application 	� Special primer to use against substances coming from substrates such as plasterboard, formerly wallpapered walls, plaster and 
wood fibreboards.

	� Primer for subsequent thin-layer covering plaster and colours indoors.

Technical Data gross density: app. 1.2 kg/dm³
pH-value: app. 7

  Baumit SperrGrund

consumption app. 0.42 l/m² (for 2 coats)

yield app. 33 m² /bucket

Delivery Format 14 l, 1 pallet = 24 buckets = 336L

Storage In closed buckets, cool, but not under + 5 °C. The storage time should not exceed 12 months

Quality Assurance Internal quality assurance is provided by the manufacturer’s plant.

Subsurface Mineral substrates and cement-bound building materials, old paint, putties, wood board, gypsum plasters and plasterboard, gypsum 
fibre boards and gypsum boards as long as these are solid, load-bearing, clean, dried and not water repellent. Blisters, loose parts 
and hollow areas as well as flaking paint, old adhesives, oil and grease must be removed.

Subsurface 
Pre-treatment

There must be no moisture burden in the base. Areas which are not treated should be protected by masking.

Processing Thoroughly stir Baumit SperrGrund before use. Do not mix in any other materials. The base must be completely stripped.
Prime the cleaned base with Baumit SperrGrund twice over the entire surface by brushing or with rollers. A completely closed film 
must be created. The second coat can be applied immediately after the first layer dries.
A hardening time of at least 12 hours is required before starting follow-on plastering steps.Organically bound or tempered mineral 
surface plasters can be directly used. For purely mineral surface plasters, one must primed with Baumit PremiumPrimer.
Nicotine and rust stains must be cleaned beforehand and allowed to dry. The blocking effect may not be sufficient if too heavily 
stained. We recommend working with a sample coating beforehand.
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Notes and General 
Informations

High humidity and low temperatures can significantly delay drying times. The environment of the coated areas, especially glass, cera-
mics, brick, natural stone, paint and metal must be protected. Rinse splashes immediately with plenty of water. Do not wait until they 
dry.Clean tools immediately after use with water.
Do not pour into the soil, water or wastewater.
Product code: M-GP01
EAK / AVV waste codes: 08 01 12

Do not work with the material or let it dry if the base material and air temperature under + 5 °C and over + 30 °C. Observe DIN 18550 
and DIN 18350 (VOB, Part C) as well as the special terms of the “general construction authorities’ approvals” (abZ).
If you need further information about this material or its handling, consult with our outside service experts about the details and the 
materials.

Written and oral application technology recommendations provided by us to assist the seller/processor are based on our experience and reflect the current 
state of the art in science and practical application know-how. However, it is understood that these recommendations are non-binding. They do not create any 
legal relationship or any ancillary obligations in connection with the sale contract. They do not release the buyer from its obligation to verify the suitability to 
our products for the intended purpose or use by itself.


